Project 50mm Gobos or 35mm Slides

HOW TO

50mm Gobo or 35mm Slide Projection

Fitting 50mm Gobos or 35mm Slides

To project a single 50mm gobo or 35mm Duplicate* Slide
image either static or rotating, you will need either a Solar
50mm Slide/Gobo Holder or 50mm Slide/Gobo Rotator.

Load from the
bottom. Push the
gobo or 35mm
slide into place
and rotate to a
square position.

Single *Slide/Gobo Accessories
Slide/Gobo Holder
Slide/Gobo Holder (+1/2 rpm Wheel Rotator)
Slide/Gobo Rotator

Code
FG6033
FG6037
FG6382

Rear Gate

Projector + Lens
1 x Custom 50mm Gobo or
*35mm Slide

1 x 50mm Gobo Holder or
50mm Gobo Rotator

Multi 50mm Gobo Accessories
To project a number of interchanging static or rotating gobos
you will need either a Solar Six Static 50mm Slide/Gobo
Autochanger or Four Rotating Slide/Gobo Autochanger.

Multi *Slide/Gobo Autochangers
Six Static Slide/Gobo Autochanger
Four Rotating Slide/Gobo Autochanger
Slide Blanking plate (for Slide/Gobo Autochangers)

Code
FG6384
FG6383
FG6038

Rear Gate

Slide/Gobo
Holder

S l i d e / Go b o
Rotators
Slide the gobo or
35mm slide into
place between the
retaining plates until
it touches the
stopper.

Autochanger

Retaining
Plate
Stopper

Autochangers
Always start from position 1, marked by a notch (fig 1 below). Load
from top. Then rotate turret anti-clockwise to next position.

Fitting an Effect Accessory into the projector
The accessory holding the main
projected effect(s) should be in the
rear gate (closest to the lamp - see
side elevations left). This will give
the best image illumination and
longest effect life.
1. Slide the effect accessory
into the rear gate runners
of the projector.

Projector + Lens
6 (or 4) x Custom *35mm Slides
and/or 50mm Gobos

1 x Six Static Slide/Gobo or
Four Rotating Slide/Gobo
Autochanger.

* We recommend using duplicates because slides will fade.

Orientation
For front projection the image should be loaded reverse
reading upside down when viewed from the front.

2. Slide firmly home.
Ensure that the base of
the back plate of the effect
accessory is at the bottom
of the projector’s gate
runners. This is for
optimum safety and will
ensure that the effect(s)
are in the correct position
for projection.

fig 1

For use with a mirror or for rear projection the image should be
right reading upside down when viewed from the front.
Viewed from
front of the
projector.

Front Projection

Plugging a 12V~ Slide/Gobo Accessory into the
projector
Slide/Gobo Rotators and Autochangers need to
be connected to one of the 12V~ sockets on the
side of the projector (see side elevations above
left).
Once power is applied and the projector is
turned on the accessory will start.

